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Abstract: Although sales control has been identified by previous literature as an effective tool to 
promote salesperson commitment, unclear categorization of the focal variables makes existing 
findings confounding. This paper aims to provide more nuanced understanding about the relation 
between sales control systems and salesperson commitment by categorizing sales control into 
outcome control, activity control, and capability control. Moreover, we explore the moderating role 
of behavioral uncertainty, which includes sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content 
uncertainty. Using a sample of 208 salespersons in China, we find the following results: (1) sales 
cycle uncertainty weakens the positive impact of outcome control on salesperson commitment and 
the negative relationship between activity control and salesperson commitment; (2) behavioral 
content uncertainty strengthens the positive link between outcome control and salesperson 
commitment and the negative impact of activity control on salesperson commitment; and (3) both 
sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty strengthen the positive relationship 
between capability control and salesperson commitment. This research enriches knowledge about 
sales control systems and offers insights into the important contextual role of behavior uncertainty 
that has been largely ignored by prior research in the sales force control literature. 

Keywords: sales force control systems; behavior uncertainty; salesperson commitment; outcome 
control, activity control; capability control 

 

1. Introduction 

Salespersons play the role of immediate interface between the organization and the customers. 
They contribute significantly to the growth and sustainable survival of companies by generating sales 
volumes and developing long-term relations between end-customers and companies [1–3]. This is 
especially true for industrial firms, where the sales force is a unique organizational unit that produces 
output sales [4]. The turnover of salespeople usually results in economic loss due to customer 
defection, and thus harms the sustainable competitive advantage of the companies [5]. To reduce the 
costs caused by sales force turnover, firms could increase salespersons’ commitment to the 
organizations, which is regarded as the prerequisite for enhancing end-performance, reducing 
opportunism, promoting organization citizenship behavior, and improving other work outcomes 
[6–8]. Prior literature suggests that the proper utilization of sales force control systems is one method 
of increasing organizational commitment [9–11]. However, despite the great efforts made by previous 
studies, at least two limitations regarding the link between sales control systems and salesperson 
commitment remain. 

First, the majority of researchers did not categorize sales force controls clearly in their research 
about the relation between sales controls and organization commitment. Prior literature has exerted 
great efforts in investigating how to perform sales force controls successfully [12–14]. Many 
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researchers classified sales force controls into those monitoring the final outcomes of a process 
(outcome control) and those monitoring individual stages in the process (behavior control) [15–17]. 
They found that sales force controls could affect job satisfaction, opportunism, adaptive selling efforts, 
sales performance, and so on, but the empirical results remain conflicting. For instance, outcome 
control has been reported to enhance job satisfaction and performance [10], to hurt trust and job 
performance [18], and have no direct impact on job-related performances [19]. Behavior control has 
also been reported to have positive, negative or insignificant relation with salespeople’s work 
outcomes [20]. Challagalla and Shervani [21] further divided behavior control into activity control 
and capability control, in which activity control focuses on the enforcement of specific activities and 
capability control emphasizes on the development of skills and abilities, and they argued that activity 
control and capability control have different or even apposing functions in sales force. However, to 
the best of our knowledge, almost all the studies on the link between sales controls and organization 
commitment treated behavior control as an uni-dimensional construct rather than split it into 
capability control and activity control [12,17]. That might lead to misleading conclusions. 

Second, to clarify the inconsistency among prior research about the direct effects of sales controls 
on work outcomes, prior research has introduced a series of moderating factors, such as 
environmental uncertainty [22,23], risk aversion [24], salesperson location [25], and other elements 
[20]. These findings suggest some potential implications to shed light on the proper way to execute 
sales force control system in different contexts. However, one important contextual factor, behavioral 
uncertainty, i.e., the degree of difficulty associated with evaluating salesperson’s contribution [26], 
remains unexplored. As a key construct in transaction cost theory, behavioral uncertainty is crucial 
in choosing the optimal control structure, and it might function quite differently from environmental 
uncertainty [27]. Therefore, exploring the impact of behavioral uncertainty in sales force control 
system is of vital importance. What’s more, despite the recognition that behavioral uncertainty might 
include different types, such as evaluative cycle and information content [28], behavior uncertainty 
has been theorized as a monolithic concept. Absent is a more fine-grained approach that uncovers 
distinctive forms of behavior uncertainty. 

To fill in the aforementioned research gaps, this paper explicitly models the relationship between 
three sales control mechanisms (outcome, activity and capability controls) and salesperson 
commitment and tests the relationship empirically in China. Moreover, based on transaction cost 
theory, we introduce behavioral uncertainty as the moderator which has been largely ignored by 
prior literature. In addition, we further divide behavior uncertainty into two dimensions, sales cycle 
uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty, which could provide us better understanding of the 
effectiveness of sales force control mechanism.  

2.  Conceptual Background  

2.1. Sales Control Systems 

Sales force control system refers to the key instrument that managers have to influence 
salespeople’s attitudes and behaviors in order to attain the organizational objectives [9]. Anderson 
and Oliver’s [29] seminal work first classified sales force controls into outcome control and behavior 
control. Outcome control relies straightly on objective measures of results, such as a salesperson’s 
sales volume, revenue, or quota attainment, and involves relatively little monitoring of salespeople 
by management. In contrast, behavioral or process control focuses on salesperson’s job efforts, such 
as activities, knowledge and sales tactics, and typically involves extensive monitoring and directing 
feedback from managers about their behaviors. Prior literature yields a mixed link between behavior 
control and salesperson work outcomes. From the positive view, previous researchers argued that 
under behavior-based control, salespersons are likely to get the chance to communicate with their 
managers more frequently, and managers will thus get more information about salespersons’ effort 
during the selling process and provide feedback to improve salespersons’ selling skills. This will 
increase the salesperson’s trust in the organization and satisfaction towards the job [30,31]. On the 
other hand, the negative view argues that since behavior control requires frequent evaluation and 
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top-down determination of routine activities, salesperson will develop negative feelings and senses 
of disgust towards their managers [32]. Thereby, salesperson’s job motivation and enthusiasm will 
be discouraged.  

To clarify the link between behavior control and work outcomes, Challagalla and Shervani [21] 
categorize further behavior control into activity and capability control. Activity control indicates the 
specification and monitoring of the routine activities that a salesperson is expected to perform on a 
regular basis, such as number of customer calls and type of services to perform. Sometimes managers 
will perform certain rewards and punishment as reinforcements. Whereas capability controls 
emphasize the development of sales-related knowledge and skills, which involves managers’ active 
efforts in setting capability goals, training, and providing diagnostic feedback. However, some later 
studies, e.g., [9,17], including the latest meta-analysis studies [31], still treated behavior control as an 
uni-dimensional construct instead of splitting it into capability control and activity control, which 
might lead to confusing conclusions.   

2.2. Salesperson commitment  

Commitment plays a critical role in determining a salesperson’s job satisfaction, intention to 
leave and long-term end-performance, and thus receives significant attention in sales management 
research literature [6–8]. Following Mowday and his colleagues [33], this paper defines salesperson 
commitment as the relative strength of a salesperson’s identification with and involvement in his 
working organization. It can be generally categorized into three sub-types, namely, affective 
commitment, continuance commitment and normative commitment [34]. Affective commitment 
refers to the salesperson’s sense of belonging and attachment to the working organization. 
Continuance commitment refers to the salesperson’s perceived cost associated with potential 
turnover; normative commitment is the salesperson’s feeling of moral obligation to remain in the 
working organization [34]. Compared with the latter two types of commitment, affective 
commitment is widely regarded as more effective to measure organization commitment [35]. Further, 
affective commitment is also reported to have direct and indirect impacts on continuance and 
normative commitment [36], and thus this paper focuses on affective commitment. Moreover, prior 
literature has exerted great efforts in exploring the antecedents of salesperson commitment [37–39]. 
They have identified the utilization of sales control systems as one important method [5,11]. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, few researchers have distinguished activity control from capability 
control. 

2.3. Behavior uncertainty 

To make correct decisions about sales force control implementation, managers should assess the 
environmental and behavioral uncertainty [22]. Environmental uncertainty refers to “unanticipated 
changes in circumstances surrounding an exchange” [40], and behavioral uncertainty, as stated by 
Williamson [27], indicates the degree of difficulty associated with assessing the contribution of 
transaction partner (the salesperson). Previous research has focused mainly on the impact of 
environmental uncertainty on control structure effectiveness [23,24,26], and found that 
environmental uncertainty is a vital contextual factor of the relationship between sales controls and 
work outcomes. Particularly, under high levels of environmental uncertainty, salespersons will 
perceive a higher level of job satisfaction and get better performance under outcome control 
compared with behavior control. In contrast, under lower levels of environmental uncertainty, 
salespersons will perceive a higher level of job satisfaction and get better performance under behavior 
control compared with outcome control. 

Behavioral uncertainty is defined as the degree of difficulty associated with assessing the 
contribution of transaction partners (salesperson) according to the transaction cost theory literature 
[27]. Compared with studies on environmental uncertainty, studies about behavioral uncertainty are 
far fewer, and operationalizations of this construct are even fewer [41]. Several researchers define 
behavioral uncertainty as the ambiguity to measure past and present individual performance with 
standardized evaluations, such as lack of reasonable performance standards and subjective 
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evaluation of individual salespeople’s results [42,43]. This paper calls this kind of assessment 
ambiguity as behavioral content uncertainty, which reflects the degree to which the manager could 
not assess an employee’s contribution and performance accurately [44]. Moreover, some other 
researchers treat the length of sales cycle as another indicator of behavioral uncertainty [45], since it 
will be hard to measure individual outputs if the task takes long time to complete [46,47]. In this 
paper, we use the concept of sales cycle uncertainty to capture this kind of behavioral uncertainty, 
and define it as the difficulty to restrain a salesperson’s sales cycle to a specified time period. 
Literature in the field of behavioral economy also contains similar categorizations, such as cycle 
uncertainty and evaluative information uncertainty [28]. 

3. Research Hypotheses 

3.1. Main Effect of Outcome Control 

Outcome control involves setting output goals, monitoring, and providing feedback on output 
performance. According to the goal theory, clear outcome-oriented goals will motivate salespersons to 
directly attend to the goal-relevant activities and focus on tasks leading to achievement of those goals 
[48]. This can push salespersons to accept the goals and values of the organizations, and develop a 
sense of identification with the organization [49]. Further, the feedback from managers about the end-
performance could improve salespersons’ willingness to contribute to the growth of the 
organizations [50]. Furthermore, outcome control allows salespersons with freedom to choose any 
method that can attain the goal, and thus increases their willingness to exert efforts on behalf of the 
organization and enhances their sense of organizational responsibility [51]. Prior literature also 
provides empirical support about the positive relation between outcome control and salesperson 
commitment [20]. Therefore, the hypothesis is as follows: 

Hypothesis 1a (H1a.) Outcome control positively affects salesperson commitment. 

3.2. Main Effect of Activity Control 

Activity control focuses on regulating the activities that a salesperson is expected to perform. To 
perform activity control, managers specify the activities the salesperson should engage on a regular 
basis, monitor their actual activities and administrate rewards or punishment sometimes [52]. This 
paper proposes a negative link between activity control and salesperson commitment for the 
following three reasons. First, frequent evaluation and structured daily activities such as specifying 
call rates and submitting call feedback might decrease salespersons’ sense of autonomy, thereby 
reducing their work enthusiasm. Second, routine activities arranged by managers might decrease the 
sales reps’ sense of responsibility due to reduced task-related pressure and risk. Third, top-down 
determination of routine activities might cause negatively emotional responses and dis-satisfaction 
towards the work environment [32]. The salespersons’ work motivation would be thereby 
discouraged. Therefore, the hypothesis is as follows:   

Hypothesis 1b (H1b.)  Activity control negatively affects salesperson commitment. 

3.3. Main Effect of Capability Control 

Capability control includes setting goals for the level of skills and abilities salespersons must 
possess, monitor their skills and abilities, provide guidance for improvement if needed, and perform 
reinforcement such as reward and punishment [53]. Managers are required to provide training, 
apprenticeships, mentoring, coaching, and job enrichment programs to implement capability control 
[52]. As suggested previously, sales training could increase salesperson’s professional skills, and 
salespersons who possess a variety of job skills usually have stronger job satisfaction and work 
enthusiasm [54]. Further, frequent feedback from immediate managers about selling tactics could 
enhance the relationship between sales force and the managers, and further strengthen the 
salespersons’ sense of attachment to the organizations. Salespersons could feel more responsible to 
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ensure the survival and growth of the organization [5]. A lack of sufficient guidance and support 
from the managers, however, will lead the salespeople to become dis-satisfied about the job and 
frustrated towards the work environment [36]. Therefore, we hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 1c (H1c.)  Capability control positively affects salesperson commitment. 

3.4. Contextual Effect of Behavioral Uncertainty—Sales Cycle Uncertainty 

Sales cycle uncertainty reflects the difficulty to monitor and evaluate salespersons’ individual 
outcomes within a short or specified period. We suppose sales cycle uncertainty could negatively 
moderate the positive relationship between outcome control and salesperson commitment. When 
sales cycle uncertainty is high, it takes longer time for a salesperson to fulfill the sales order. Under 
this context, an outcome-based control will put much pressure on the salespersons by emphasizing 
on the short-term goals. Being unable to meet the demands of the manager, salespersons may thereby 
be frustrated and discouraged, resulting in decline in job satisfaction and commitment to the 
organizations [18]. Furthermore, since the sales orders are difficult to be completed within a required 
time period, outcome-based rewards will be less attractive to the salespersons, i.e., the punishment 
would also be considered as unfair to those who paid efforts but were still waiting for outcomes. The 
sales force thereby would yield low level of work motivation. Therefore, the positive impact of 
outcome control on salesperson commitment will be weakened under high level of sales cycle 
uncertainty. In contrast, if the sales tasks can be completed within a relatively acceptable period, 
short-term goals will be effective to motivate salespersons to work actively and participate 
enthusiastically. The rewards based on individual achievements will increase their willingness to 
perform better. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2a (H2a.) Sales cycle uncertainty weakens the positive relationship between outcome 
control and salesperson commitment. 

We suppose that sales cycle uncertainty would weaken the negative relationship between 
activity control and commitment for two reasons: First, activity control under high level of sales cycle 
uncertainty can function as an effective tool to monitor salesperson’s perquisite consumption. 
Salespersons may commit slack or dysfunctional behavior and seek excuses for poor performances if 
the task is difficult to fulfill. When the time period for a salesperson to complete the sales order is 
lengthy, monitoring salespersons’ daily efforts will effectively decrease information asymmetry, 
restrain salespersons’ slack or dysfunctional behaviors, and lead them to focus more on improving 
work performance instead of seeking perquisite consumption [46]. Second, activity control under 
high sales cycle uncertainty can enhance salesperson’s work enthusiasm. During the tedious sales 
cycle to wait for customer’s orders, in time feedback and rewards based on individual efforts will 
enhance salespersons’ sense of esteem. This would enhance job satisfactions and motivation. In 
contrast, if the salesperson could effortlessly complete sale orders within the required time period, 
he might probably have established mature selling skills and get used to sell products in his own way. 
Top-down determination of routine activities may be regarded as redundant and even provoke the 
salespersons’ disgust towards his manager. Job satisfaction and organization commitment will thus 
be declined. Therefore, the hypothesis is: 

Hypothesis 2b (H2b.) Sales cycle uncertainty weakens the negative relationship between activity 
control and salesperson commitment. 

We argue that sales cycle uncertainty has a positive moderating effect on the relationship 
between capability control and salesperson commitment. Because the risk of gaining a sales order 
will be enlarged with a longer period of the sales cycle, salespersons may encounter problems during 
their sales process. Under capability control, salespersons are more likely to frequently communicate 
with their managers, and thereby solve problems more efficiently [52]. Consequently, job satisfaction 
and sense of attachment to the organization will thus be improved compared with those under low 
capability control. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis 2c (H2c.)  Sales cycle uncertainty strengthens the positive relationship between 
capability control and salesperson commitment. 

3.5. Contextual Effect of Behavioral Uncertainty—Behavioral Content Uncertainty 

The behavioral content acts as the principle of guidance according to which the manager 
punishes or rewards the employees. Behavioral content uncertainty reflects the degree of difficulties 
to appropriately assess salespersons’ efforts-related contribution by the manager with reasonable 
principles [44]. We argue that behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the positive relationship 
between outcome control and salespersons’ commitment. As indicated by prior literature, the 
usefulness of control systems depends on managers having a relatively complete knowledge of the 
transformation process and a strong ability to effectively set indicators to measure employee’s 
outputs or endeavors [55]. However, if the managers have poor capability to observe and assess 
certain aspect of individual contribution, the punishments and rewards related will be less effective 
and unfair. Compared with behavior control, outcome control emphasizes little on specific routine 
activities but places much weight on the extent to which the organizational goals such as sales 
volumes get achieved. Evaluating individual contribution according to final end-outcomes rather 
than the specific procedures might be fairer and more reasonable under high behavioral content 
uncertainty. On the contrary, if behavioral content uncertainty is low, the indicators measuring 
individual contribution would be rational and convincing, which in turn ensures the effectiveness of 
behavior control and decreases the reliance on outcome control. Therefore, we hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 3a (H3a.) Behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the positive relationship between 
outcome control and salesperson commitment. 

We argue that behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the negative impact of activity control 
on salespersons’ commitment to the organizations. The belief that activity direction acts as an 
effective tool pertains to the case that the performance of those activities are relative clear [56] 
However, if the manager has difficulties to recognize the discrepancy between salespersons’ 
behaviors and their required process, the implementation of activity control will be invalid, which 
induces salespersons’ dysfunctional or slack behavior and reduces sense of organizational 
responsibility [46]. Further, if the manager evaluates salespersons in a subjective way with no 
observable indicators, the required process may be considered as somewhat unreasonable and 
unconvincing. That could further decrease salespersons’ trust in their manager and work enthusiasm. 
In addition, if rewarding and punishing are determined only according to sales force activities but 
not by tracing their individual effort equally, perceived unfairness would decrease salespersons’ 
commitment to firm [56]. Therefore, with the increase of behavioral uncertainty, the negative relation 
between activity control and commitment will be strengthened. In contrast, activity control under 
low level of behavioral content uncertainty could to some degree be effective in guiding sales force 
to generate desired outputs, thereby increasing salespersons’ work enthusiasm and decreasing the 
negative impact on salesperson commitment. Therefore, we hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 3b (H3b.) Behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the negative relationship 
between activity control and salesperson commitment. 

Finally, we posit that behavioral content uncertainty has a positive moderating impact between 
capability control and salesperson commitment. Prior evidence suggested that salespeople do not 
equate the acquisition of skills with the capability controls that are often implemented by 
management [50]. The harder the manager can observe and evaluate salesperson’s individual effort, 
the more nurture s/he would provide to the subordinates to decrease their sense of unfairness, and 
improve their working enthusiasm and sense of attachment to the organizations. Thus, we 
hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 3c (H3c.) Behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the positive relationship between 
capability control and salesperson commitment. 
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The conceptual model of this paper is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model. 

4. Empirical Analysis 

4.1. Sample and Data Collection 

We utilize a cross-sectional survey method for data collection. Chinese manufacturing sector 
represents an appropriate research setting because of its sufficient variance in the deployment of 
activity, capability, and outcome control [57]. We obtained the list of sample firms from the Chinese 
People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), selecting Jilin, Beijing and Guangdong 
provinces where the manufacturing firms are relatively well-developed, and the employees are 
largely delegated to output sales benefits [43]. Of the selected 183 firms, 64 firm managers agreed to 
participate in the interview and sent the mailed questionnaires to their sales reps. A total of 355 
salespersons completed the questionnaires and among them 208 were valid, resulting a net response 
rate of 58.59%. Data was collected from late June to mid-September in 2019. 

The final sample covers a wide range of industries, including textiles (32.03%), electronics 
(25.00%), food (19.23%), furniture (14.42%), and others (9.32%), which ensures sample diversity. Each 
company submitted 1–8 salespersons’ responses. Further, 58.2% of the respondents are female. 52% 
of the respondents are below 30 years old, 26.4% are between 30 to 34 years, 21.6% are above 35 years 
old. With regard to the education level, 55.8% of the respondents have a bachelor’s degree or above, 
22.6% have junior college degree, and 21.6% have high school degree or below. 

4.2. Measurement 

All constructs in our study were measured with scales adapted from existing literature. To create 
the Chinese version of the measures, we followed the conventional translation-back- translation 
procedure suggested by Brislin and Richard [58]. First, we translate the scales from English to 
Chinese, and then three other scholars were invited to back-translate the items from Chinese to 
English. All of us reviewed the translation and back-translation and resolved any issues occur 
through discussion. Before finalizing the survey instrument, we pretested it on around 30 
salespersons, based on which we made some necessary modifications to enhance clarity and face 
validity. All the measures use 5-point Likert scales from 1= “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly 
agree”. The measuring items for each construct are presented in Appendix A. 

This study adapts the measure of outcome control from Jaworski and MacInnis [59] to assess the 
degree to which managers monitor sales force based on the final outcomes of a process. The three-
item scale measures the extent to which managers supervise salespeople based on profit goals and 
established sales volume and provide punishment as reinforcements. Following Challagalla and 
Shervani [21], the study measures activity control with three items reflecting the manager’s 
supervision over salespersons’ routine activities. The three items indicate the degree to which 
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managers monitor sales force via the specific activities that they are expected to perform and provide 
rewards or punishments accordingly. The measure of capability control, adapted from Challagalla 
and Shervani [21], captures the degree to which the manager values the development of salespeople’s 
skills and knowledge, and measures it with the manager’s related efforts such as providing guidance, 
suggestion and feedback on improving salespersons’ selling skill and tactics. 

Sales cycle uncertainty refers to the difficulty to measure individual sales performance within a 
specified time period, and prior study typically measured it with a single indicator of the length of 
sales cycle [44]. Following Churchill’s [60] instructions, this study adapted his scale to form a three-
item scale which reflects the degree to which a sales rep’s can restrain his sales cycle to a limited and 
certain time period. Using a pilot study of 55 salespersons, we found that all the three items converge 
in one dimension in EFA analysis with factor loadings above 0.8 (0.83, 0.88, and 0.87). Using a scale 
adapted from Stump and Heide [42], this study measures behavioral content uncertainty with the 
degree to which a manager could assess a sales rep’s contribution objectively and reasonably. 

Following Meyer and Allen [61], the study measures salesperson commitment with three items 
which reflect the salespersons’ sense of belonging and attachment to the organizations. Besides, we 
also control the effects of salesperson characteristics, such as age (in years), gender (0 = female, 1 = 
male), education (1 =high school graduate and below, 2 = junior college, 3 = Bachelor degree, 4 = 
Masters and PhD degree) and working experience in the same industry (in years), since they may 
affect salespersons’ feelings about work climate and job satisfaction [62,63]. 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity Test. 

Table 1 provides the means, standard deviations, and correlations between the constructs. 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlation mix. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Outcome Control (OC) 0.76          

2 Activity Control (AC) –0.34** 0.77         

3 Capability Control (CC) 0.19** –0.26** 0.75        

4 Sales Cycle Uncertainty (SCU) –0.08 0.03 0.22** 0.75       

5 Behavioral Content Uncertainty (BCU) –0.09 0.06 –0.01 –0.02 0.79      

6 Salesperson Commitment 0.34** –0.38**0.33** 0.01 –0.06 0.78     

7 Gender –0.12† 0 –0.01 –0.02–0.04–0.20** --    

8 Age 0.09 0.01 0.08 –0.11–0.02 0.12† –0.05 --   

9 Education 0.03 0.06 –0.03 0.07 0.05 –0.19** 0.03 –0.06 --  

10 Working Experience –0.05 0.14† –0.04 –0.07 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.21**–0.01 -- 

Mean 3.25 3.02 3.32 3.22 3.55 3.49 0.42 2.55 2.45 2.61

Std. deviation 0.80 1.07 0.77 1.02 0.93 0.91 0.49 1.11 0.95 0.96
Note: N = 208, †p < 0.1 (two-tailed), *p < 0.05 (two-tailed), **p < 0.01(two-tailed). Diagonal elements 
(bold) are the square root of the variance shared between the constructs and their measures. 

We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to assess the reflective measure's reliability 
and validity (see Appendix A). The composite reliability (CR) scores for all construct exceed 0.8, and 
all the average variance extracted (AVE) values are above 0.50. These values indicate a good 
convergent validity. The square root of AVE in each case exceeds the squared correlation between 
any pair of constructs, thus providing a satisfactory discriminant validity [64]. The model was 
satisfactory (χ2 /df = 1.43, p < 0.001; confirmatory fit index [CFI] = 0.97; incremental fit index [IFI] = 
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0.97; Tacker-Lewis index [TLI] = 0.96; root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = 0.045). 
The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each factor exceed 0.8, and all standardized factor loadings 
exceed 0.7. Thus, the constructs for the model have good reliability and validity. 

4.3.2. Common Method Variance. 

This study employs Harmon‘s one-factor test [64] to test the potential existence of common 
method variance. The results reveal that six factors with eigenvalues account for 75.32% of the total 
variance. The first factor only explains 13.60% of the total variance. In addition, this study also 
employs a single-factor approach using structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis by setting all 
items to load on a single factor [65]. The model is unacceptable (χ2 /df =8.37, p < 0.001; CFI = 0.35; IFI 
= 0.36; TLI = 0.26; RMSEA =0.16). Both tests suggest that common method variance is not a concern. 

4.3.3. Hypotheses Test. 

Table 2 presents the hierarchical regression analysis results of the models. This study evaluates 
the variance inflation factor (VIF) and tolerance value to check the potential existence of 
multicollinearity among the variables [66]. The values of VIF in all regression models ranged between 
1.004 and 1.405 and the tolerance values ranged from 0.712 to 0.996. Thus, multicollinearity is not a 
concern. 

Model 1 includes the control variables in a linear regression model, Model 2 adds the 
independent variables, and Model 3 features all the interaction terms. Following Aiken and West’s 
suggestions [67], the values of the variables in the interaction effects were first mean-centered before 
the regression analysis.  

Table 2. Regression Results. 

Variables 
Dependent Variable: Salesperson Commitment 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Control Effects 

Gender –0.19** –0.17** –0.12* 
Age 0.09 0.05 0.09 

Education –0.18** –0.17** –0.13* 
Working Experience 0.04 0.10† 0.06 

Simple Effects 
OC  0.20** 0.14* 
AC  –0.26** –0.14* 
CC  0.22** 0.16** 

Moderating Effects 
SCU   0.04 

OC x SCU   –0.12* 
AC x SCU   0.14* 
CC x SCU   0.17** 

BCU   0.05 
OC x BCU   0.20** 
AC x BCU   –0.17** 
CC x BCU   0.13* 

Adjusted R2 0.07 0.29 0.44 
ΔR2  0.22 0.15 

F 4.74** 13.04** 11.95** 
Note: N = 208, †p < 0.1 (two-tailed), *p < 0.05 (two-tailed), **p < 0.01(two-tailed), (t value). 

Main Effects 
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As the results in Model 1 shows, the control variables account for only 7% of the variance in 
salespersons commitment. Gender (β = –0.19, p < 0.01) and education level (β = –.18, p < 0.01) have 
positive and significant impacts on salesperson commitment. The addition of the focal independent 
variables in Model 2 results in an increase of .22 (p < 0.01) in R-square value. The results confirm the 
positive impacts of outcome control (β = 0.20, p < 0.01) and capability control (β = 0.22, p < 0.01), as 
well as negative impact of activity control (β = –0.26, p < 0.01) on salesperson commitment, which 
support H1a, H1c, and H1b respectively. 

Moderating Effects of Sales Cycle Uncertainty 

Compared with Model 2, the adjusted R-square value in Model 3 increases by 0.15 (p < 0.01) after 
adding the moderators and the interaction terms, thus providing support to the significant 
moderating effects of sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty. For further 
interpretation, in Figure 2, the paper also plots the effects of sales force control systems on salesperson 
commitment for low and high levels of each moderator following Aiken and West’s approach [68].  

H2a, H2b, and H3c posit that sales cycle uncertainty moderates the relationship between sales 
force controls and salesperson commitment. H2a predict that sales cycle uncertainty weakens the 
positive relation between outcome control and commitment. The results in Model 3 show that the 
interaction effect between sales cycle uncertainty and outcome control is significantly negative (β = –
0.12, p < 0.05). Panel A in Figure 2 also reveals that outcome control negatively affects salesperson 
commitment when sales cycle uncertainty is high (β = –0.51, p < 0.05) but positively affects 
commitment when it is low (β = 0.19, p < 0.05), in line with H2a. H2b suggests that sales cycle 
uncertainty weakens the negative impact of activity control on salesperson commitment. The 
coefficient for the interaction between sales cycle uncertainty and activity control is significant and 
positive (β = 0.14, p < 0.05). In Panel B, Figure 2, when sales cycle uncertainty is low, activity control 
relates negatively to salesperson commitment (β = –0.12, p < 0.05). However, when sales cycle 
uncertainty is high, the impact of activity control on salesperson commitment is positive (β = 0.33, p 
< 0.1), thus supporting H2b. In line with H2c, we find that sales cycle uncertainty could strengthen 
the positive link between capability control and sales rep’s commitment (β = 0.17, p < 0.01). Figure 2, 
Panel C also reports stronger positive impact of capability control on commitment when sales cycle 
uncertainty is high (β = 0.46, p < 0.01) than when it is low (β = 0.28, p < 0.01). Thus, H2c is supported. 

H3a, H3b, and H3c examine the moderating effects of behavioral content uncertainty between 
sales force controls and salesperson commitment. In line with H3a which predicts that behavioral 
content uncertainty strengthens the positive impact of outcome control on commitment, the results 
of Model 3 report positive and significant interaction effect between outcome control and behavioral 
content uncertainty (β = 0.20, p < 0.01). As Figure 2, Panel D suggests, outcome control has a stronger 
positive impact on salesperson commitment when behavioral content uncertainty is high (β = 0.53, p 
< 0.01) than when it is low (β = 0.17, p < 0.01). Thus, H3a is supported. In support of H3b, we find that 
behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the negative relationship between activity control and 
salesperson commitment (β = –0.17, p < 0.01). Figure 2, Panel E also shows that the negative impact 
of activity control on salesperson commitment is stronger when behavioral content uncertainty is 
high (β = –0.46, p < 0.01) than when it is low (β = –0.16, p < 0.1). Regarding the interplay between 
capability control and behavioral content uncertainty, in line with our prediction that it could 
increase salesperson commitment, the results in Model 3 indicate that this moderating effect is 
significantly positive (β = 0j.13, p < 0.05), thus supporting H3b. Panel F in Figure 2 also reports larger 
positive impact of capability control on salesperson commitment when behavioral content 
uncertainty is high (β = 0.45, p < 0.01) than when it is low (β = 0.26, p < 0.01).  
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Figure 2. (A)(B)(C) moderating effect of sales cycle uncertainty on the relation between outcome 
control, activity control, capability control and sales person commitment respectively; (D)(E)(F) 
moderating effect of behavioral content uncertainty on the relation between outcome control, activity 
control, capability control and sales person commitment respectively. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

5.1 Main Findings 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the moderating role of two kinds of behavioral 
uncertainties—sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty on the relationship 
between sales force controls (outcome, activity and capability) and salesperson commitment. With a 
sample of 208 salespersons in China, all the nine hypotheses are supported. We find that outcome 
control and capability control promote, whereas outcome control mitigates salesperson commitment 
to the organizations, and both sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty moderate 
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the relationship between sales controls and salesperson commitment. In general, the paper clarifies 
and provides a more thorough understanding about the influences of different types of sales control 
mechanisms on salesperson commitment to the organizations. 

First, outcome-based supervision and capability related behavior control, as we predicted, 
strengthen salespersons’ commitment to the organizations. Such findings are consistent with prior 
studies in sales control literature that hold a negative view of outcome control [12] and a positive 
view of capability control [68]. In addition to the main effects of those two control mechanisms, we 
find that another type of behavior control, i.e., activity control, which focuses on performing the 
required routine activities, weakens salesperson’s commitment. To the best of our knowledge, this 
finding is new in the literature in detailing how different types of behavior-based control function 
differently in salesperson commitment management. Specifically, whereas prior literature has 
noticed the distinctive functions between capability control and activity control [58], few empirical 
tests about the different impacts of the two types of behavior controls on commitment are presented 
up to now. In this study, we find that activity control harms whereas capability control promotes 
salesperson commitment. 

Second, the direct impacts of sales control mechanisms on salesperson commitment are 
moderated by behavioral uncertainty. Our empirical results, based on a sample of 208 salespersons 
in China, suggest that outcome control and capability control increase whereas activity control 
decreases salesperson commitment, thus stressing the importance to distinguish between activity and 
capability control. We also find that the main effects are moderated by behavior uncertainty. 
Although prior studies have identified many contingent factors on the relations between sales control 
mechanisms and salesperson performance (e.g., [22,25]) they have largely ignored the role of 
behavioral uncertainty. As suggested by Williamson [27], behavior control significantly affects the 
power of control mechanisms and plays an important role in selecting optimal control structure. 
However, prior literature paid limited attention to this contingent factor. Filling this gap, our study 
depicts the moderating role of behavior control on the relation between sales control mechanisms 
and salesperson commitment. 

Finally, behavioral uncertainty might include two sub-types, namely sales cycle uncertainty and 
behavioral content uncertainty. The former focuses on the time period for assessment whereas the 
latter focuses on the reasonability of the evaluative content set by the manager. The two types of 
behavioral uncertainty have different moderating roles on the relation between sales controls and 
commitment. Prior studies have noticed the existence of different types of behavioral uncertainty, 
but they focused either on sales cycle uncertainty [44] or evaluative content uncertainty [42]. Our 
paper details the difference between the two types of uncertainty. Specifically, we find that sales cycle 
uncertainty weakens whereas behavioral content uncertainty strengthens the positive link between 
outcome control and salesperson commitment as well as the negative relation between activity 
control and commitment. Besides, both sales cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty 
strengthen the positive relationship between capability control and commitment. Such findings 
extend the behavioral uncertainty studies in transactional cost theory to some extent. 

5.2. Theoretical Contributions 

The paper carries three theoretical contributions to the sales force management literature. First, 
the paper categorizes behavior control into activity control and capability control following 
Challagalla and Shervani [21], and find opposite effects of the two types of behavior controls on 
salesperson commitment. Although prior researchers have emphasized on the importance to 
distinguish activity control from capability control, most extant research still treated behavior control 
as an uni-dimensional construct when studying its main effect on commitment. That may lead to 
misleading conclusions. Our study, by explicitly modeling the relationship between three control 
mechanisms (outcome, activity and capability control) and salesperson commitment, finds that 
activity control impedes whereas capability and outcome controls promote commitment. These 
findings provide a more nuanced understanding about the direct effects of sales controls on 
salesperson commitment.  
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Second, this paper introduces behavior uncertainty as a moderator influencing the relationship 
between sales controls and commitment. Although efforts have been made by prior researchers to 
identify variables that moderate or mediate the effect of sales controls [23–25], an important 
contextual factor, namely behavioral uncertainty, is overlooked. According to the transaction cost 
theory, both the external environment uncertainty and internal behavior uncertainty play significant 
roles in choosing the optimal control mechanism [27]. However, prior literature focuses more on 
environment uncertainty but has paid limited attention to behavior uncertainty. Thereby, another 
contribution of our research is to advance a contingency model depicting behavioral uncertainty as 
an important moderating variable between sales force controls and salesperson commitment.  

Third, extending the line of work on behavioral uncertainty by researchers in transaction cost 
literature [43,45], this paper further splits behavioral uncertainty into two dimensions, namely sales 
cycle uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty, and investigates their different moderating 
effects respectively. Specifically, we find that the impacts of outcome control and activity control on 
commitment were weakened by sales cycle uncertainty but strengthened by behavioral content 
uncertainty. We also find that both kinds of behavioral uncertainty could strengthen the relationship 
between capability control and salesperson commitment. Although prior studies in both transaction 
cost theory and behavioral economy have noticed the difference between evaluative cycle uncertainty 
and evaluation content uncertainty [28,45], we find no empirical evidence of this distinction. To the 
best of knowledge, most researchers focus on either content uncertainty or sales cycle uncertainty 
when studying behavioral uncertainty. Our empirical findings provide researchers with deeper 
insights about the construction and function of behavioral uncertainty. 

5.3. Managerial Contributions 

This study offers implications for managers looking to increase salesperson organizational 
commitment by practicing sales force control mechanisms. First, our results suggest that the training-
related capability control and the goals-oriented outcome control could enhance salespersons’ 
attachment to the organizations, whereas activity control focusing on regulations over routine 
activities might decrease salesperson commitment. Thereby, managers should notice the different 
functions among the three types of control mechanism in managing salesperson commitment.  

Second, our results also highlight the different moderating functions of the two types of 
behavioral uncertainty, including sales force uncertainty and behavioral content uncertainty, on the 
association between sales controls and commitment. Therefore, specific execution of sales force 
controls should be sensitive to different kinds of behavioral uncertainty. Specifically, when sales cycle 
is hard to be fixed to a certain period of time, sales managers should focus more on activity control 
and capability control but emphasize less on outcome control. In contrast, managers could focus more 
on outcome control if sales cycle uncertainty is low. Moreover, when it is difficult to measure a 
salesperson’s individual contribution with reasonable indicators, sales managers should perform less 
activity control, and focus more on outcome control and capability control. On the contrary, 
managers should practice more activity control when behavioral content uncertainty is low. 

5.4. Limitations and Future Research 

There might be some limitations of this study, providing directions for further research. First, 
the study context might be considered as a limitation, since Chinese culture which is characterized 
by collectivism and high-power distance may result in unintended effects on the model relationships 
[69]. Whether and to what degree cultural factors affect the construct relationships in our research 
model remains an open question and need to be addressed through cross-cultural studies in future 
research. Second, there might be some intermediary constructs in our research model, and future 
research may explore the mechanism by involving intermediaries such as role ambiguity [70] and 
intrinsic or extrinsic motivation [68]. Third, the conceptual framework of this research does not 
incorporate the most controversial outcomes of sales controls—opportunism, job satisfaction and 
end-performance. Future studies could investigate the moderating role of behavioral uncertainty on 
the relationship between sales force controls and those outcomes to explain the conflicting results in 
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prior literature. Fourth, this study focuses solely on formal control mechanism while leaving the role 
of informal control such as socialization between sales reps and managers unexplored. Future studies 
could investigate the interaction effects among different types of control mechanisms. Fifth, the 
utilization of self-reported measures is another limitation of our research. Future researchers could 
collect two-sided data from both the salesperson and their manager, and compare the salespeople’s 
self-reports with their manager’s evaluation. Moreover, larger sample size and the combination of 
different methodologies such as field study and experiments [71] are encouraged to increase the 
objectivity and significance of the empirical findings. 
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Appendix A 

Measures and CFA Analysis Results. 

Variables α AVE CR 
Factor 
Loadin

g 

Outcome Control     

1.Specific goals and profit goals are established for my job. 0.80 0.58 0.80 0.82 

2.My pay increases would suffer if sales volume or market share 
targets are not met. 

   0.73 

3.I would get bonuses if I exceed my sales volume or market 
share targets. 

   0.73 

Activity Control 0.88 0.71 0.88  

1. My manager monitors how I perform the required job 
activities.    0.83 

2. I would be recognized by my supervisor if s/he were pleased 
with how well I perform sales activities.    0.85 

3. I would be put on probation if my manager is unhappy with 
how I perform specified sales activities.    0.85 

Capability Control 0.80 0.58 0.80  

1. My manager provides guidance on ways to improve my 
selling skills and knowledge.    0.78 

2. My manager assists by suggesting why using a particular 
sales approach may be useful.    0.79 

3. I would be commended if I improved my selling skills.      0.71 

Sale Cycle Uncertainty 0.80 0.57 0.80  
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1. My sale cycle can be constrained to a specified time period (r).    0.80 

2.The time period for me to complete a sale order is quite 
uncertain. 

   0.70 

3. It’s hard for me to complete a sale order within a desired time 
period.    0.76 

Behavioral content Uncertainty 0.84 0.63 0.84  

1. It’s difficult for our manager to evaluate if this salesperson 
follows the recommended procedures in our firm.    0.82 

2. Our manager evaluates salesperson’s contribution to the 
organization in a highly subjective process.    0.78 

3. It is difficult for our manager to evaluate whether individual 
salesperson is doing a good job.    0.78 

Salesperson Commitment 0.82 0.60 0.82  

1. I feel a strong sense of belonging to my organization.    0.80 

2. I feel personally attached to my sales organization.    0.74 

3. I would be happy to work at my organization until I retire.    0.79 

Overall Model Fit (χ2/df = 1.43, p < 0.001; CFI = 0.97; IFI = 0.97; TLI = 0.96; RMSEA = 0.045) 

Notes: CR = composite reliability, AVE = average variance extracted, CFI = comparative fit index, 
IFI = incremental fit index, TLI = Tacker-Lewis index, and RMSEA = root mean square error of 

approximation. Unless otherwise specified, all items were scored on five-point Likert scales (1 = 
“strongly disagree” and 5 = “strongly agree”). 
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